
 

“ Strength and growth come only through  
continuous effort and struggle  

- Napolean Hill, self-help author 

The BH Team has made positive changes or the  MGS Boarders and also to the 

BH itself during this hectic year. We continuously worked towards solving the 
issues relating to our boarders. We took care of all the facility matters 
immediately, tagged all BH items, recorded and stored them neatly. Boarders’ 
meals have improved and the number of weekend trips has increased. We wish 
to thank the new Management Team for encouraging us to start our own BH 

Newsletter to highlight the activities carried out by us with boarders’ 
participation. 

Our Gardening efforts have also been rewarding with good sales encouraging 

students to plant more vegetables. More sports activities and traditional games 
have been organised. We even had cooking and dancing classes for the 
boarders. To assist the boarders in their academic performance, we had extra 
tuition classes with voluntary help from MGS teachers and House Parents. The 
whole BH has been transformed within a few months. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the MGS Management, my team 
and all those responsible for the transformation of the BH which will always be 
‘Nulli Secunda’. 

Ms Tea Ming Ming 
Head of MGS Boarding House
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MGS Boarding House Contact Info 

General Boarding House email is 
mgs.bh.ft@matrixschools.edu.my 

The MGS Boarding House main 
handphone number is 016 336 2181

GREEN YOUR SPACE 
ADOPT A PLANT 

In line with the sustainability and 
eco effort promoted within our 
campus, the Boarding House team 
has joined hands with the rest of the 
MGS staff to support the ‘Adopt a 
Plant’ campaign as promoted by 
Matrix Concepts Holding Berhad. 

I n d o o r p o t t e d p l a n t s a r e 
strategically placed around the 
common areas in the boarding 
house to beautify and improve the 
air quality
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ACTIVITIES IN THE BOARDING HOUSE

On 27 November, Ms Tea Ming Ming (Head Of MGS Boarding House), Ms Law Serene (MGS BH Matron) and Mr Shamim 
Salimon (MGS House Parent), joined other staff from Matrix Concepts group of companies to run for 5km at The Edge Rat Race 
in Perdana Botanical Park. They were joined by the MGS Marketing team who set up a play station for participants to unwind 
with nostalgic traditional games.

Bowling Competition in d’Tempat Country Club 

Considering that the full boarders often spend their time at the country club, the BH Parents has organised a bowling 
competition on 23 Nov to encourage them to play more of the sport during their weekend visits. 

On the day of the competition, the full boarders were divided into 3 groups for a fun session of competitive bowling. The 
winners from each group were Ki Hiu Tung (Year 11),  Zheng Xian Mei (Year 11) and Thomas Kivits (Form 2). Well done!

Birthday Celebration & Farewell to Form 5 Boarders 
The boarders celebrated the birthdays of their ‘family’ members who are born in September to December with singing 
performances and games. Boarders were treated to simple birthday gifts. Birthday celebrations are combined and held 3 times a 
year to strengthen the bond between the boarders.  

This last gathering for the year was for  the Form 5 boarders who were given farewell gifts as a memento of their days in the BH. 
They would surely be missed!

MGS BH Team at The Edge Rat Race
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Weekend Trip to IPOH, PERAK

For the final Boarding House outing for this year, we decided to treat the boarders to something special by taking 
them 300km to Ipoh in the state of Perak Darul Ridzuan.

Visit to the Kek Look Tong Cave 

Kek Lok Tong (sometimes spelt as Kek Look Tong) is 
translated as Cave of Ultimate Bliss (or Great Happiness) 
and indeed it does seem to bring a feeling of well-being to 
the many local visitors who regard it as their favourite 
among Ipoh's many splendid cave temples. The stalactite 
and stalagmite formations of ‘curtains’ , ‘chandeliers’ and 
‘pillars’ were truly amazing. So were the layered 
sedimentary rocks. These structures have improved our 
knowledge in Geography and Earth Sciences.

Tour of the Pomelo Orchard 

We learned that Ipoh produces the 
best pomelos because of the laterite 
soil which is rich in hematite (iron ore). 
Apparently pomelos grow well in this 
type of soil. Have more pomelos if you 
need more iron in your body system!

Hiking Activity
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Tin Mining Museum 

Han Chin Pet Soo is Malaysia's first Hakka tin mining museum 
managed by Ipoh World Sdn. Bhd. The area is located on the 
edge of Ipoh's Old Town, close to the Kinta River. The 
exhibits, from the ‘palong’ replica to the wax figures, were so 
amazing and educational. No wonder it is one of the top 
tourist spots in Ipoh!

I was excited about the trip as it was my first 
overnight trip. I really enjoyed visiting was the 
Hakka Tin Mining Museum. I am a 
Hakka so I got to see how they 
worked in the tin mines those days. 
They worked so hard to earn a living 
and it is a waste to spend the hard 
earned money to smoke opium. I 
feel sad to know that. Finally the 
hiking was exhausting and the 
leeches got to us and made my 
leg itchy. I really liked the trip 
and hope to visit it again if BH 
organises another trip next year.  

- Wong Lap Heng

BOARDING HOUSE LIFE

The MGS Boarding House has been occupied since the school started 5 years ago. This year marks the graduation of the first 
cohort of MGS Secondary students who have stayed in the BH right from the beginning of their studies in the campus. 

In this last issue of the year, let us hear their experiences of living in the MGS Boarding House.

I have been living in the MGS Boarding House for almost 5 years now, and will be graduating 
soon. In these years I faced good times as well as bad. But most importantly, I have made a 
lot of friends. I will most definitely miss the scenery here, especially at dusk. The Boarding 
House Parents are very reliable, responsible and friendly! I truly appreciated when they 
celebrated my birthdays. Apart from that, the facilities over here are great. Life in the MGS 
Boarding House has truly been one of the best moments I have ever had whilst studying 
here. I do believe I have lived my high school life to the fullest here.

MUHAMMAD HAIDEL BIN MOHD HAZER

I believe my experiences in the MGS Boarding House has taught me the kind of student/person I 
should be in order to become successful in the future. It is always tough for students to 
concentrate on their studies when they are staying away from their family. However, I was taught 
that students who overcome distractions and negativity will always be able to attain success in 
their life. We must learn to prioritise our necessities in order to achieve our own goals. Hence, in 
order to achieve my own success, I have decided to focus on my studies and prepare for my 
upcoming SPM examinations. Though there are sacrifices that I have had to make such as leisure 
time with family and friends, the examinations mean a lot to me too. Plus, these past 2 years I have 
spent staying in the Boarding House have truly taught me the meaning of friendship. Staying here 
has also helped me socialise, make friends and gain the confidence to do so too!

TENGKU REANA BINTI TENGKU AZAROOSYAMSUL

I enjoyed the trip to Ipoh because the hotel 
accommodation was nice. Food in Ipoh was tasty 
and I enjoyed it. The cave exploration was exciting. 
During the hiking activity, due to 
leeches I was scared as they climbed 
onto my legs. I learned that putting 
on a lot of salt will get rid of the 
leeches. Overall, I enjoyed the trip 
and hope to visit Ipoh with my 
friends next year.  

- Cadee Pang


